Use this study guide to help you prepare for the test.

Question of the Week: What makes a team?
High Frequency Words

Selection Vocabulary

1. second- next after first

2. great- very good or excellent
3. either- one or the other of two
4. laugh- the sound you make when you think
something is funny
5. certainly- to be completely sure
6. worst- to be less skilled than anyone else
7. you’re- a short form of you are

1. clutched- held tightly

2. terrific- very good
3. spirit- energy; liveliness

Amazing Words
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

compete- to try very hard to win
contribute- to help do something along with others
deserve- to have a right to something
recreation- something you do to have a good time
mope- to feel sad or sorry for yourself
actuate- to start or put into action
aloft- high up, in the air
tinker- to work at something

Genre
Realistic Fiction– a made up story that could
happen in real life.
This story was written to entertain
Grammar

Comprehension
Skill: Realism and Fantasy
Realism is something that could
really happen in real life.
Fantasy is something that could
not happen in real life.
Strategy – Prior Knowledge
Prior Knowledge – Means
knowledge based on your life
experiences.

Proper Nouns- are special names for people,, places, things and animals. They begin with
a capital letter. Days of the week, months of the year, and holidays are also proper nouns.
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Spelling Words

I’ll
who’s
wasn’t she’s
it’s
we’ll
he’s
isn’t
I’m
hasn’t
didn’t hadn’t

Phonics
Challenge Words

wouldn’t
where’s
shouldn’t

r-Controlled ar, or, ore, oar
When a word has a single vowel followed
by the letter –r it has an
r-controlled sound.
Example: park, born, shore, soar

Ronald Morgan Goes to Bat 2.2
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Complete any three activities to form a tic-tac-toe. Mark these with an X or an O. Attach your work and return
it on ____________________________________.

Fantastic Fonts

Radical Rainbows

Type your words
on the computer
using a different font
for each one. Print it
out and attach.

cat

write your
words 2 times each.

Righteous Rhymes
Write your words
with a rhyming
word next to
them.

cat

Write it Right!

Hip Highlights

Write your
words 3 times
each in your
best handwriting.

Write each word
then go back and
highlight each vowel
with a highlighter
or yellow crayon.

Awesome Alphabet

Pretty Patterns

Write your
words in
alphabetical order.

Write your
words using an
pattern.

Spelling Words
I’ll who’s wasn’t
she’s it’s we’ll
he’s isn’t I’m
hasn’t didn’t hadn’t

Great Games
Go to www.spellingcity.com
and find your list.
Choose a fun game
or an activity to
complete!

Scrambled Eggs
Scramble the
letters in each word.
Return tomorrow and
find a friend to
unscramble them.

Spelling Words List 2
terrific compete baseball
recreation instead wouldn’t
whispered deserve where’s
watched practice shouldn’t
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